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Applicable to the Strand 2 – Measure 2.1 "Town-Twinning” 
 
Participation: The project involved 300 citizens, notably 5 participants from the city of Subotica (Serbia),  
95 participants from the city of Abda (Hungary), 38 participants from the city of Brno (Czech Republic),  
35 participants from the city of Sic (Romania),4 participants from the city of Bocholt (Germany), and  
123 participants from the city of Holice (Slovakia). 
 
Location/ Dates: The event took place in Holice, Slovakia, from 30/07/2021 to 01/08/2021. 
 
Short description:   
The program began on Friday, July 30th, with the reception of the invited guests. Those interested could take part 
in two lectures at the Cultural House after their accommodation. The topic of these were the municipality of Holice 
and community responsibility. A lot of new information could be heard, and smaller groups were talking about what 
was said here for a long time. This was followed by Mass, after which we commemorated those who sacrificed 
their lives in world war I. and II. We placed a wreath each at the monuments. 
The dinner was followed by a dance house in which the dances and music of several regions were presented by 
musicians and dancers. Anyone could join the common dance and learn the basic steps of the Szék, Moldva, 
Highland, etc. dances. The program ended well after midnight. 
Some of the participants got acquainted with the sights of the settlement in small groups on Saturday, others took 
part in a motorized raft on the Little Danube. Thus, they got acquainted with the region of Holice (e.g.: the piling 
watermill in Jelka) and its natural treasures. Lunch was followed by the activity of the Europe Direct, which dealt 
with the beginnings of the EU and the circumstances of its formation. Zuzana Szabóová gave accurate and 
understandable answers to all questions, so more misunderstandings or misinformation came into place. Those 
interested could get new curiosities and connections through the information materials. 
The culture played the main role in the afternoon, but family programs also took place. The applicant settlement 
provided entertainment for the youngest ones in the form of face painting, carriage rides and handicrafts. Local 
volunteer firefighters presented their emergency vehicles, which the children could try out as well. Adults could 
admire the vintage cars and motorcycles on display. Everyone could find the production that suited their taste in 
the rich cultural program: traditional zither performed, then popular hits could be listened to, then young people 
performed modern and ballroom dances as well. Anyone who loves operetta and Hungarian songs also got a taste 
of these genres, and then musical and film hits also started to sing. Meanwhile, the Red Cross tent was also 
active, providing health advice to those interested, and measuring blood pressure and blood sugar levels. 
The duo of György Derzsi and Koppány Kovács entertained the audience during the late evening, and then the fun 
continued in good mood after their concert. 
On Sunday, 1st of Aug., the environment played the major role. The European Green Capital initiative and green 
solutions of recently awarded cities were presented. This was followed by a conversation in which water protection 
was the main topic. Two civil activists described the methods they used to protect the quality of our drinking water, 
how they requested data when there was a risk of atrazine poisoning, and what forums they took to ensure that the 
population could consume healthy and clean water. The guests and the hosts briefly evaluated the whole event, 
sharing their comments and criticisms together after the lunch. Then, the trip to home begun, closing the three-day 
series of events after the farewell and gift giving. 
 

 

 

                 


